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Tools for 
cybercrime

Powerful tools for cybercrime
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Anonymity systems
How criminals hide their IDs

Botnets
How to launch large scale attacks

Digital currency
How to make untraceable payments

Web
How to locate information and services



Basic approach: Anonymizing proxies
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HTTPS Proxy

Web proxies are set up to allow forwarding of HTTPS traffic
e.g., https://www.anonymizer.com, http://www.bind2.com/

https://www.anonymizer.com/
http://www.bind2.com/


Investigating anonymizing proxies
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HTTPS Proxy

§ Destination is 
known

§ Source 
anonymity



Investigating anonymizing proxies
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HTTPS Proxy

• Source is 
known

• Destination 
anonymity



Investigating anonymizing proxies
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HTTPS Proxy

No anonymity!



Similar properties for any anonymizing proxy
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• Source is 
known

• Destination 
anonymity

§ Destination is 
known

§ Source 
anonymityNo anonymity!

VPN Gateway



Class roadmap
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} Anonymity networks: Tor

} Hidden services and the Dark Web

} Investigation of Tor traffic
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Anonymity networks: Tor
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Raising the bar: Anonymity loves company
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Key mechanism of anonymity is blending and obfuscation

Were’sWally?



Anonymity network
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} Aim to overcome limitations of public proxy server, i.e:
} The proxy owner can be forced to reveal stored logs
} Worse, the server may turn out to be a honeypot

} Anonymity network: forward traffic through a chain 
of network nodes, so-called relays
} Popular anonymity networks: Tor, I2P

} Tor adopts some ideas from onion routing



Onion routing protocols
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} Use public-key cryptography to establish a “circuit” with pairwise 
symmetric keys between hops on the circuit

} Sender chooses sequence of routers: some may be honest some 
controlled by an investigator; sender controls length of path

} Then use symmetric decryption and re-encryption to move data 
messages along the established circuits
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Route establishment in basic onion routing
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} Routing info for each link encrypted with router’s public key
} Each router learns only the identity of the next router

R4
R1

R2 R3

{M}pk(B)

A
B



Route establishment in basic onion routing
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} Routing info for each link encrypted with router’s public key
} Each router learns only the identity of the next router

R4

R1

R2 R3

{B,k4}pk(R4),{               }k4
{M}pk(B)

A
B



Route establishment in basic onion routing
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} Routing info for each link encrypted with router’s public key
} Each router learns only the identity of the next router

R4

R1

R2 R3

{R4,k3}pk(R3),{                                         }k3
{B,k4}pk(R4),{               }k4

{M}pk(B)

A
B



Route establishment in basic onion routing
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} Routing info for each link encrypted with router’s public key
} Each router learns only the identity of the next router

R4

R1

R2 R3

{R3,k2}pk(R2),{                                                                    }k2
{R4,k3}pk(R3),{                                         }k3

{B,k4}pk(R4),{               }k4
{M}pk(B)

A
B



Route establishment in basic onion routing
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} Routing info for each link encrypted with router’s public key
} Each router learns only the identity of the next router

R4

R1

R2 R3

{R2,k1}pk(R1),{                                                                                               }k1
{R3,k2}pk(R2),{                                                                    }k2

{R4,k3}pk(R3),{                                         }k3
{B,k4}pk(R4),{               }k4

{M}pk(B)

A
B



Tor: The 2nd generation onion router
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} Tor is a volunteer-based low-latency anonymity network 
} Anonymizes user traffic by forwarding it through a circuit of relays
} Each relay in the circuit knows only the immediate transmitter of the 

message and the immediate receiver of the message

Using Tor makes it more 
difficult for non-global 
adversaries to trace Internet 
activity for TCP applications



Who uses Tor
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} �If you’re not doing anything wrong, you shouldn’t 
have anything to hide.�
} Do you agree?

} Who else uses Tor?
} Journalists
} Law enforcement
} Human rights activists
} Normal people

} Fact: Tor was/is developed by the Navy

Ø Business executives
Ø Military/intelligence personnel
Ø Abused victims



How to use Tor?
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1. Download, install, and execute the Tor client
} The client acts as a SOCKS proxy
} The client builds and maintains circuits of relays

2. Configure browser to use the Tor client as a proxy
} Any app that supports SOCKS proxies will work with Tor

3. All traffic from the browser will now be routed 
through the Tor overlay

} Tor circuit establishment uses ideas of onion routing
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Tor circuit establishment: Relay selection
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} When Bob wants to connect to Alice through Tor, he downloads 
the Consensus from the Tor authorities
} Nine Tor authorities maintain the list of other Tor relays
} List of Tor relays is named Consensus

} Bob randomly chooses three Tor relays from the list
} Each Tor relay is uniquely identified by an RSA public key

Tor Authorities

Consensus



Tor circuit establishment: Connect to 1st relay
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} A Tor client builds a circuit one hop at a time
} Bot sets up a TLS connection with the Entry node
} Negotiates a Diffie-Hellman (DH) key with first node in path

Layered encryption

TLS connection

Key negotiation with first node (blue)

Entry



Tor circuit establishment: Connect to 2nd relay
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} Then complete a DiffieHellman key exchange handshake with 
the second node by using the first node as a proxy
} The middle node does not know the real initiator of the handshake

Layered encryption

TLS connection

Entry



Tor circuit establishment: Connect to 3rd relay
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} Repeat the same procedure with the third node but use the 
chain of entry and middle nodes as proxies

Layered encryption

Entry

TLS connection

Key negotiation with third node (green)



Data transmission
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} To connect to a server on the Internet, the client:
} packs his messages in fixed 512-bytes sized cells
} encrypts each cells with the three relay keys

} Each relay strips off one layer of encryption
} Breaks linkability between the sender and the destination

} Normally, messages also encrypted using end-to-end protocol

Layered encryption

Entry

Data transmission (red)



Circuits and streams multiplexing
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} After the circuit has been built, the client can start transmitting 
and receiving data over this circuit

} All TCP connections of the user’s application are translated into 
Tor streams which are multiplexed over the circuit



Selecting relays
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} How do clients locate the Tor relays?
} Tor Consensus File

} Hosted by trusted directory servers
} Lists all known relays

} IP address, uptime, measured bandwidth, etc.

} Tor does not select relays randomly
} Chance of selection is proportional to bandwidth
} Several rules, e.g.:

} Same router not chosen twice for the same path
} No more than one router in a given /16 subnet
} Entry node must be a guard
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Hidden services and the Dark Web
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Hidden services
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} Tor is very good at hiding the source of traffic
} But the destination is often an exposed website

} What if an offender wants to run an anonymous service?
} i.e. a website, where nobody knows the IP address?

} Tor supports Hidden Services
} Allows for running a server and have people connect
} … without disclosing the IP or DNS name

} Many hidden services
} Tor Mail, Tor Char
} DuckDuckGo

¤ The Pirate Bay
¤ Silk Road (2.0)
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Hidden service example
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Hidden
Service
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Hidden service example
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Hidden
Service

Introduction 
Points
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https://go2ndkjdf8whfanf4o.onion

Hidden service example
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} Onion URL is a hash, allows any Tor user to find the introduction 
points

Hidden
Service
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https://go2ndkjdf8whfanf4o.onion

Hidden service example
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Hidden
Service

Rendezvous 
Point
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https://go2ndkjdf8whfanf4o.onion

Hidden service example
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Hidden
Service

Rendezvous 
Point
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Introduce
message



https://go2ndkjdf8whfanf4o.onion

Hidden service example
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Hidden
Service

Rendezvous 
Point
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Hidden services fuel the Dark Web
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} Dark Web is the Web content that 
exists on darknets

} Darknets are overlay nets which 
use the public Internet but require 
specific SW or authorization to 
access
} Delivered over small peer-to-peer 

networks
} As hidden services on top of Tor



The Dark Web is a haven for criminal activities
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} Hacking services

} Fraud and fraud 
services

} Markets for 
illegal products

} Hitmen

} … 



Investigation of Tor traffic
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The security foundations of Tor
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Onion Routing gets its security from the fact (or assumption) that it 
is difficult for an adversary to position itself on networks such that 
it is able to view all the nodes in the route



The security foundations of Tor
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But if an adversary is able to learn the entire path (e.g., 
based on timing information), Onion Routing loses its security



Traffic confirmation attacks
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By probing the entry and exit relays, we can correlate 
the traffic (e.g., by volume or timing)

Tor is vulnerable to 
traffic confirmation 
attacks (aka 
correlation attacks)



Predecessor attack
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} Investigator controls two relays of the Tor network
} Probability of being in the right positions (entry and exit) 

increases over time

Entry Middle Exit
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Guard relays
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} Guard relays help prevent attackers from becoming 
the first relay
} Tor client selects 3 guard relays and uses them for 3 months
} After 3 months, 3 new guards are selected

} Only relays that:
} Have long and consistent uptimes…
} Have high bandwidth…
} And are manually vetted may become guards

} Problem: what happens if user chooses an evil guard?
} M/N chance of full compromise

} N: total number of nodes, M: nodes controlled by the attacker
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Protocol level attacks
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} Can confirm anonymous communication relationships quickly and 
accurately by manipulating one single cell
} The entry node can duplicate, modify, insert, or delete cells of a TCP 

stream which traverse middle relay and arrive at exit relay for detection
} Detection is possible because Tor uses the counter mode AES (AES-CTR) for 

encrypting cells, the manipulated cells disrupt the normal counter at exit 
relays and decryption at the exit relay incurs cell recognition errors

Encrypted

TCP Stream

Modify cell
Check cell

integrity error



Eavesdropping on the exit node
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} Tor does not provide end-to-end encryption

} If users don’t use end-to-end encryption, e.g., https, it is 
possible to eavesdrop on the circuit’s exit node

Encrypted

Unencrypted



HTTPS traffic sniffing at exit node
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} Tor exit relays tamper with HTTPS connections, e.g., by:
} Impersonating the destination website w/ a rogue certificate
} SSL stripping: downgrade the connection from HTTPS to HTTP

Encrypted

HTTPS Streams

Man-in-the-middle
Send fake certificate



Tor traffic fingerprinting
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} A local, passive observer can monitor a web-browsing 
client’s encrypted traffic to determine its web activity
} Each website serves specific content whose features can be 

used to train machine learning classifiers

Encrypted

HTTPS Stream



Also works for Tor hidden services
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} Which hidden service is the sender accessing?
} Control the Tor entry point for the computer hosting the hidden service
} Fingerprinting techniques for that specific hidden service



Conclusions
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} Anonymity systems enable general users to preserve their 
privacy online, but can be used for criminal purposes

} Overtime, anonymity systems have evolved so much that that it 
is hard for forensic investigators to thwart them, notably Tor

} Despite the advanced techniques employed by these systems, 
however, there are weaknesses that allow for user de-
anonymization techniques to be successfully employed
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Next class

} III.3 Botnets
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